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Capital Gains Tax or CGT

After the concession and discount is applied and the 

liability is established, a CGT liability can still be 

eliminated - if the operator is over 55 years of age, 

- as long as the gain is transferred to a (complying) 

superannuation fund, or if the operator reinvests the gain 

in another (similar) business within two years of the sale.

Another way in which CGT may be exempt is in an 

“involuntary sale”. For example, if the business is to be 

sold as a result of a compulsory acquisition, or a marriage 

breakdown, as a result of an insurance payout - it is likely 

that no CGT will be applied.

We often find that business owners (mistakenly) believe 

that they will have to pay CGT, when they have no Capital 

Gains liability. We always suggest that business owners 

seek advice from a competent accountant. A CGT liability is 

usually quite rare, and if there is such a liability it can be 

planned for in advance - so good advice is really valuable.

Many business owners are not sure of the issues and 

factors that cause CGT to be paid (or not paid), when a 

business is sold. The CGT legislation is structured so that 

the owner of a small business (who is well advised and 

uses an appropriate business structure) should never have 

to pay Capital Gains Tax on the sale of their business. Here 

are some points that help to simplify this area.

Most income generating assets will attract Capital Gains 

Tax when sold, however a small business may be free 

of Capital Gains Tax (CGT) when it is sold- if certain 

conditions apply.

Many business owners are unaware that if an operating 

business is sold for less than five million dollars, and it is 

owned by an individual, partnership, or a company, where 

an individual owns at least 50% of the business, or shares 

in the business, - the Capital Gains Tax liability will be 

halved. If the owner qualifies for this 50% reduction and 

has owned the business for more than 15 years, the sale 

will be free of Capital Gain Tax.

If a business is owned by individuals 
(not a company) for longer than 
twelve months, but less than 15 
years, the Capital Gains Tax liability 
will be reduced by a further 50%. 
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The first 6 months of 2015 has shown an improvement in business sales over 

the preceding 2013 and 2014 calendar years; Initial indications are that prices 

are slowly moving upwards in many industry categories caused by increased 

purchaser activity. While no major price movements are expected over the next 

few years, the trend is anticipated to be upwards with the proviso that Australia 

is not affected by any major economic disruptions from offshore. 

There are serveral factors that are 
contributing to this anticipated growth:

M. 0419 900 271 

E. owen@benchmarkbusiness.com.au

1
Low interest rates and increased 
lending activity from the major 
banks to the small/medium 
enterprise sector. Finance has 
always been a major stumbling 
block in the business sales 
sector.  In the past few years the 
banks have concentrated on the 
housing market and the small/
medium enterprise sector was not 
a priority, so any improvement in 
this area will be a significant boost 
to the market.

2
Unemployment and insecure 
employment is another factor that 
will benefit the business sales 
market.
The slowing of the resource 
industry and the closing of major 
manufacturing employment 
industries will create another 
source of potential purchasers.
This is particularly evident in the 
resource states of WA and QLD and 
the industrial state of VIC.
There are also a growing number 
of employees who have what could 
be described as having insecure 
employment, with downsizing, 
relocation of jobs off shore, and 
jobs being replaced because of 
technology all contributing to an 
uncertain employment future.
Many of those people will consider 
buying a business to secure a future 
income.

3
Low capital growth (outside of the 
property market) and low wage 
and growth are also positives for 
the business sales market. Many 
people are and will buy a business 
to increase their income as returns 
from traditional investments have 
diminished hence incomes have 
dropped significantly. For many 
people buying a business is one 
way of increasing their income.

In previous years (pre 2012) many 
business owners’ wealth came 
from the increased capital value of 
their business, which was realised 
upon the sale of the business. 
This price to profit ratio reached 
its heights in the 2005/2012 
period. The profit to price ratio 
has slowed, hence values have 
remained stagnant or declined in 
the last 3 years.  Many business 
owners are now concentrating of 
increasing income growth which 
will maintain or improve the 
capital value of their business.
 
The combination of low inflation, 
low wage growth, low interest 
rates, low capital growth of 
traditional investment products 
and the reduction of taxation 
rates for small enterprises are all 
significant positives for the small/
medium enterprise sector within 
Australia.

Written by Owen Mitchell
 

BUSINESS IN AUSTRALIA
Looking foward by Owen Mitchell

NEED A BUSINESS 
VALUATION FOR 
SUCCESSION 
PLANNING, OR STAMP 
DUTY? 

PERHAPS YOU ARE 
THINKING OF SELLING...
OR ACQUIRING.

If you’re thinking of selling 

your business in the near 

future, it’s important to devote 

preparation time to the sale. 

Proper preparation plays a major 

role in influencing the final sale 

price, and also helps to achieve 

a smooth transition from you to 

the purchaser. At Benchmark, 

we have the expertise and 

experience to be able to you with 

the guidance and preparation of 

your business for sale.

Call to speak with one of our 

team today.

PH: 1300 366 521
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MARKET REPORT

Category Demand* Rule of
Thumb State of the Market

Accountancy Practices Cent per $ N/A Buyer demand from consolidators seeking to acquire practices has grown.  
Value is falling.

Bakeries (non franchise) Year P/EBITDA + P &E 50-90% Falling demand. Franchises more popular.

Specialty Franchise Bakeries 10-14 x weekly sales 30-40% Bankers, accountants recommending these franchises. Critical sales levels 
required for profitability.

Cafes/Coffee Lounges 1 -2.5 times Nett 35-100% Buyers seeking strong leases. Office tower locations in demand.

Cafes/Coffee Lounges 1 -2 times Nett 50-100% Glamour franchises an exception, fetching higher prices.

Caravan Parks Freehold Bank Valuation 10-16% Were highly sought after now cooling demand.  Alternate use drives value.

Caravan Parks Leasehold Bank Valuation 15-20% Length of lease and location dictate price. Demand growing again.

Child Care Centres 4 to 4.5 x EBIT 18-25% Bigger licences attractive, Acquisition still driving demand. Demand exceeds 
supply. 

Cleaning Businesses 2 to 3 x EBIT 30-55% Very Popular. Managed businesses getting premiums.

Courier Businesses Van Plus Goodwill 50-100% Couriers with set runs are seeing stable demand.

Food Franchises Times P/EBITDA 35% - 50% Some franchises have waiting lists, others unpopular.

Food Hall Businesses 1 years Nett + P&E 50 - 100% Some bargains available for informed purchasers

Gymnasiums 25 – 100% 24 hour gyms in key locations are highly sought at present, growing demand.

Hair & Beauty 50 - 100% Entry level Owner Operator and Managed investor sites are in high demand. Mid 
range sites are hard to find

Home Services Franchises 40-80% Reducing demand. Buyers need management ability

IT & Communications 40-50% Growing sector. Hard to secure listings.

Ice Cream Parlours 1 years Nett 50-100% Location Critical.  Outside shopping centre locations such as beachfront have 
highest demand.

Manufacturing 30-45%
Quality purchasers available for $1M plus businesses. Selective demand at lower 

levels. Working cap influences value.

Mechanical Workshops 1 years Nett + P&E 100% Selling quickly if priced properly.

Motels 16-20% Rural demand cooling. Alternate use.

Newsagencies 2.5 x PEBITDA 35 - 50% Too many for sale at ‘optimistic’ price levels causing glut of stock. 

Post Office 22-50% Expensive due to secure market position. Sell if priced properly. Falling demand.

Printing 10%-15% T/O P&E + Reducing demand in recent years. Capital intensive.

Professions Cent per $ Variable Sell for cents per dollar of gross fees. Demand steady.

Real Estate Offices
$2.90 to $3.80 

per dollar
No value in most sales offices – All value in rent rolls. High demand.

Restaurants 50-100% Difficult to realise goodwill. Cafés much more popular.

RTOs 22-50% Managed businesses see highest values. High demand.

Serviced Offices 30-50% Cooling buyer interest. Occupancies reducing.

Service Stations 2 times Nett +/- 35-55% Oil companies & Supermarkets dominate, but most independents popular.

Storage Complexes 10-15% Previously strong demand has dropped.

Supermarket (large)
11-14 times weekly 

sales
22-32% Increased demand. Especially for over $130k per week sales.

Supermarket (small) 10-12 times weekly 30-40% Asian/Australian community showing greatest interest.

Surf Retail 50-100% Few listings available. Big retailers have strong marketing advantage. 

Taxi Plates 18-23% Threats of more licences to be issued hold values down. Uber is scaring buyers.

Transport Businesses P & E + Goodwill 30-40% High demand for trucks with written contracts netting $200,000 plus

Travel Agencies $25K per million 100% Buyer interest very low.

Wholesale 25-30% The attraction of a 5 day week has  increased demand

STATE OF THE MARKET REPORT
Quarter 2, 2015SOLD

*           Increasing Demand      |             Stable      |            Decreasing Demand
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16-20%, 
Rural demand cooling. Alternate use.
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 35-55%,         2 times Nett +/-
 Oil acompanies & Supermarkets dominate, 
  but independents popular.

18-25%,        3.5 to 4.5 x EBIT
Bigger licences attractive, Acquisition still driving
demand. Demand exceeds supply. 

100%,       1 years Nett + P&E
 Selling quickly if priced properly.

10-15%,        
Previously strong demand has dropped.

25-50%,        
Managed businesses see highest values. High demand.

50-90%,        Year P/EBITDA + P &E
Falling demand. Franchises more popular.

30-40%,        10-15 times weekly sales
Bankers, accountants recommending these franchises 
but critical sales levels required for profitability.
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100%,         $25K per million
 Buyer interest very low.

30-40%,       P & E + Goodwill
High demand for trucks with written

contractsnetting $100,000 plus

18-23%,      
Threats of more licences to be

issued hold values down

30-55%,      
Privatisation of government work has expanded

private work. Franchises = lower values.
Managed businesses getting premiums.

40-80%,      
Reducing demand. Buyers need management ability

30-50%,      
Cooling buyer interest. Occupancies reducing.

25-100%,      
24 hour gyms in key locations are

highly sought at present, growing demand.

10-16%,        Bank Valuation
Highly sought after with mining town locations at 

a premium. Alternate use drives value.

15-20%,        
Length of lease and location dictate price.

Demand growing again.

50-100%,        
Few listings available. Big retailers
have strong marketing advantage.

35-50%,        
Too many for sale at ‘optimistic’
price levels causing glut of stock

25-30%,        
The attraction of a 5 day week has 

increased demand

50-100%,        
Difficult to realise goodwill.
 Cafés much more popular.

50-100%,         1 -2 times Nett
Glamour franchises an exception,

fetching higher prices.

35-100%,         1 -2.5 times Nett
Buyers seeking strong leases. Office tower 

locations in demand.

35-50%,        Times P/EBITDA
Some franchises have waiting lists, others unpopular.

50-100%,        1 years Nett + P&E
Some bargains available for informed purchasers

50-100%,        1 years Nett 
Outside shopping centre locations such as beachfront
have highest demand. Location critical

22-32%,        10-14 times weekly sales 
Increased demand.

30-40%,        10-12 times weekly sales 
Asian/Australian community showing greatest interest.

50-100%,        
Entry level Owner Operator and Managed investor sites are in
high demand. Mid range sites are in growing demand – but hard to find

35-45%,        
Quality purchasers available for $1M plus businesses.
Selective demand at lower levels. Working cap influences value.

50-100%,        
Couriers with set runs are seeing reducing demand.

22-50%,        
Expensive due to secure market position. Sell if priced properly.

N/A,         Cent per $        
Buyer demand from consolidators seeking to acquire practices has grown. Market is weakening.

40-50%,        
Growing sector. Hard to secure listings.

P&E +,        10%-15% T/O 
Reducing demand in recent years. Capital intensive.VARIABLE,         Cent per $

Sell for cents per dollar of gross fees. 
Demand growing.

$2.90 to $3.80 per dollar
No value in most sales offices.

All value in rent rolls. High demand.
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WHAT’S
HOT?
Business sales have 

increased again this 

year. Most business sales 

data is available at http://

benchmarkbusiness.com.

au/recent-business-sales/ 

During the months of 

April, May and June 2015 

we saw a slight shift in 

Buyer demand. It’s only in 

retrospect that we can see 

what has happened and 

why the shift in demand 

has occurred. 

WHAT’S HOT?

THE TOP FIVE FOR THIS QUARTER

SERVICE
STATIONS

AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICING

COFFEE
ROASTERS

Increasing 

competition in this 

sector has seen 

prices rise and 

yields continue to 

reduce. Independent 

service station 

businesses and 

freehold investment 

properties are most 

highly sought after. 

Over the last 20 years 

Benchmark has been 

heavily involved in 

the sale and leasing 

of service stations. 

CHILDCAREFOOD
SERVICE

Demand in this 

area continues to be 

strong. Particularly 

for businesses which 

demonstrate nett 

returns in excess 

of $1,000,000 per 

annum. Listed 

companies and 

private equity groups 

have taken particular 

interest in this 

sector.

In recent months 

there has been a 

significant increase in 

interest in automotive 

servicing businesses – 

especially franchised 

businesses such as 

Ultra Tune, Midas 

and Auto Leaders. 

These businesses have 

offered good value 

for business buyers 

for many years (and 

still do), and it seems 

that now buyers are 

starting to appreciate 

the good returns and 

stable trading that 

these businesses offer.

For many years these 

businesses have 

offered buyers steady 

income and simple 

management. Demand 

remains at very high 

levels, and we have 

sold every business 

that we have listed 

within just a few 

weeks, Demand in 

this sector is driven by 

the vast amounts of 

capital available from 

investors and listed 

companies.

Lately we have seen 

huge demand for these 

businesses. Previously 

the demand for 

these businesses was 

moderate, but buyers 

and investors have 

recognised that these 

businesses represent 

strong returns and 

growing revenues. 

Consolidation of 

ownership, and 

‘economies of scale’ 

provide acquirers with 

appealing results.

42 3 51

More Marketing

Many business owners made a (wise) decision during the GFC to cut back on 
marketing and advertising costs, and whilst that didn’t impact too greatly 
on sales at the time, over the longer term your sales will slide downwards 
unless you ‘bite the bullet’ and ‘invest’ in your business with a proper 
strategic marketing campaign. 

Most of the really successful businesses that we see are those which are 
prepared to invest (and re-invest) in their business through marketing and 
advertising. It is easy to cut out advertising, and to rely on ‘word of mouth’ 
and ‘passing trade’, but in this busy and competitive world your business 
will be quickly forgotten about if a competitor manages to take a higher 
profile than yours in the marketplace. Consider ‘re-investing’ in your own 
business.

Prepare for Sale

Unless you plan on keeping your business forever, or handing down to your 
family - you really should have a plan to sell in place. .... even if you don’t 
plan on exiting for many years, failure to plan is planning to fail.! A planned 
business exit is ALWAYS going to give better results than an unplanned one.
There are many professionals that can assist you to produce an Exit Plan. 
Contact a Benchmark Business Broker for advice and guidance as to how you 
can start your Exit Planning.

Bite Sized Tips!
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At one end of the spectrum are the “Conservative” 
types. These people like to really be sure about the 
business details. They want to know every detail, 
and don’t feel comfortable unless they are on top 
of everything. They like financials, statistics and 
accounts. They will take a long time to make a 
decision. These guys love to plan everything - and 
hate feeling disorganised. So planning ahead makes 
them feel good - that everything is under control.

At the other end of the spectrum are the 
“Entrepreneurs”. These people are far more likely to 
make a decision on “gut instinct”. They will make 
quick decisions. Usually these types love negotiating 
the price, and ‘doing deals’. Planning ahead often 
seems like a waste of time for entrepreneurs as they 
are too busy running their businesses and making 
money.

We recently saw a successful business owner offered a 
huge price for his business, and he considered selling 
- before deciding to retain the business, and keep 
pushing on.... and...... ultimately crashing, and loosing 
the lot. He was happy. Because he had found the ‘limit’, 
and he is now going to go out and start all over again.

The song “The Gambler” by Kenny Rogers has some 
great advice for business owners.  The lyrics say; 
“Know when to hold ‘em, know when to fold ‘em, 
know when to walk away, know when to run.....” 
Business owners really do need to know when to “walk 
away”, and that the best way to walk away - is to plan 
for it. A planned business exit is ALWAYS going to give 
better results than an unplanned one. The old saying is 
true; “Failing to plan, is planning to fail”.

If you’re an entrepreneur, take time, and force yourself 
to create a plan to sell - or leave your business on your 
terms.

Know when to say ‘ENOUGH!”.
Written by
Bruce Coudrey

No one personality type is more successful than 
another, all have their virtues.... but I have noticed 
over these twenty years that most entrepreneurs 
never know when to say “enough!” - and often fail 
to recognise that they should plan to get out of their 
businesses.

How often have you seen a successful business grow, 
and grow, and expand..... until, it all falls apart. This 
is a common scenario for entrepreneurial business 
owners. Real entrepreneurs (those business owners at 
the far end of the spectrum) push everything to the 
limits, wanting to find the limit of their business. And 
it has usually worked for them. These people love the 
challenge, they like to “back themselves” and take 
risks that others wouldn’t take.

Looking back over the last twenty years that I have been in business sales I have learned that there 
are many different types of business owners. I have ‘sorted’ the types of owners into a ‘spectrum’ of 
personality types.

CONSERVATIVE ENTREPRENEURIAL

Which personality type are you?

M. 0411 226 888 

E. bruce@benchmarkbusiness.com.au

ENTREPRENEURS
Never know when to say ‘enough!’


